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    OUTLINE  
• Accretion of giant planets 

• The classical version of the core-accretion model 

• Giant planets around small-mass stars? 

• Problems with the classical version of the core-accretion model 

• A new perspective for the core-accretion model from improved migration 
theories 

• Dynamical evolution of giant planets 
• Type II migration- ideal case 

• Migration in more realistic cases 
 Outward migration 
 Gap vs. cavity opening 

• Two planet-dynamics 

• The  OGLE-06-109L case: a scaled-down Sun-Jupiter-Saturn system 



FROM PLANETESIMALS TO 
PLANETS: THE PROCESS OF 
RUNAWAY GROWTH 

Kokubo and Ida, 2000: 

Init: 3,000 1023g planetesimals 
End: 1,322 planetesimals + 
2x1025g `embryo’ 



The classical version of the 
core-accretion model:   
Pollack et al. (1996) 

Success depends critically on σinit and on envelope 
heating/cooling 
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Nevertheless, giant planets seem to exist around stars as low as 0.2-0.3 Msun 

The Micro-lensing sample 



Nevertheless, giant planets seem to exist around stars as low as 0.2-0.3 Msun 

The RV sample 



Solutions? 

I) Core-accretion model does not work 



Solutions? 

II) Our understanding of how cores form is not good 

Indeed, N-body 
simulations show that 
cores don’t form in 
the envisioned way 
even in disks around 
Sun-like stars         
(Levison et al., 2010) 



Solutions? 

II) Our understanding of how cores form is not good 

Indeed, N-body 
simulations show that 
cores don’t form in 
the envisioned way 
even in disks around 
Sun-like stars         
(Levison et al., 2010) 

Runaway growth 
stops “naturally” at 
about 1 Earth mass. 
Not possible to build 
the required 10 Earth 
mass core by this 
process. 



Migration does not break embryo-planetesimals isolation because of 
resonance shepherding 



Breaking news on migration of embryos/cores in a gas disk 

Type-I migration                     
[Goldreich and Tremaine, 1980; Ward, 1986] 

only valid in isothermal disks! 



Breaking news on migration of embryos/cores in a gas disk 

Colder, denser 

Hotter, lighter 

Paardekooper & 
Mellema (2006), 

Baruteau & Masset 
(2008), 

Masset & Casoli (2009) 

Kley and Crida, 2008 

To the Sun 



Breaking news on migration of embryos/cores in a gas disk 

Outer, thin regions : fast cooling, almost isothermal EOS, 
tU-turn ~ tcooling , inward type I migration. 

Inner, thick regions : large opacity, slow cooling, 
tU-turn << tcooling << tlibration , outward type I migration. 

Lyra et al., 2010 

Static disk 

Evolving disk 
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A new scheme for core accretion 



Proof-of-concept simulation 

30x 1Mearth embryos 

Outward migration inside 5 AU, Inward outside 

a 4Mearth + 1Mearth 

6Mearth 

12Mearth + 1Mearth 

4Mearth 

1Mearth 

1Mearth 



• In this new scheme cores do not accrete from local 
planetesimals 

• Instead cores accrete from the mutual collisions of 
embryos migrating from all over the disk 

• Accretion is global, not local 

• So, the local density of solids has no direct importance 
any more 

• Of course, the density of the disk still plays a role 
because it sets the number and masses of the planetary 
embryos, but there is now hope that giant planet cores 
can form also in low-density disks as those expected 
around low-mass star.  

• Remember that disks around low-mass stars last 
longer! 

Paradigm shift 



(Image: F. Masset) 

The planet gives angular momentum to the 
outer disc, which is repelled outside, while it 
takes angular momentum from the inner disk, 
repelled inside. 

Viscosity and pressure smooth the gas profile. 

Planet torque ~ Mp
2. 

If planet massive enough, it opens a gap. 
(Papaloizou & Lin, 1984 ; Crida et al., 2006) 

Giant planet evolution 



Once a gap opened, the planet is locked into it, 
and can not migrate with respect to the gas. 

But the disk tends to accrete (Linden-Bell & Pringle, 1974). 

The planet follows the move, this is type II migration 
(Lin & Papaloizou, 1986). 

Typical timescale ~ viscous timescale 

outer disc inner disc 

Type II migration 



outer disc 

Type II migration is an ideal concept. It requires that : 

1) the gap is gas-proof. 

If not, possible decoupling from disc evolution + corotation torque          
(Crida & Morbidelli, 2007 ). 

inner disc 

Type II migration 



outer disc 

2) The inertia of the planet is not larger than that of the gas it replaces 

If the planet is too heavy, the outer 
disk can't push it fast enough. 

Then, the inner disk disappears, a 
cavity opens (Crida & Morbidelli, 2007). 

Late phases of the disk. 

inner disc 

Type II migration 

Inner disc depletion, 
Slower than viscous type II 
migration. 



Two-planet dynamics 
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Net effect: resonance locking & outward migration 

Case 1: inner planet more massive than outer one 



Two-planet dynamics 

a 
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Net effect: resonance locking & inward migration 

Case 2: inner planet less massive than outer one 



Two-planet dynamics 

a 

Σ 

Case 3: outer planet of too small to open a gap 

Like in a single-planet case, migration is         
(in general) inward 



Evolutions of Jupiter and Saturn:  

Scenarios consistent with hydro-dynamical simulations         
(Masset and Snellgrove, 2001; Morbidelli and Crida, 2007; Pierens and Nelson, 2008) 

The OGLE-06-109L case could be 
analog to the Jupiter-Saturn case 
(probably extracted from resonant configuration after 
gas-disappearance by  interaction with a planetesimal 
disk) 



    CONCLUSIONS  
• The accretion of the giant planets is the least understood step 
of planet formation 

• Don’t trust (too much) what models say 

• There is a new idea around in the community that migration of 
planetary embryos towards an equilibrium ratio might favor the 
formation of a giant planet core. 

• If this is true, then low-density disks (around low-mass stars) may not 
be too de-favorable for giant planet formation compared to high-density 
disks (around solar mass stars).  

• Type II giant planet migration is an idealized concept 
• Giant planets can migrate inward at a much slower rate 

• Or migrate outwards 

• A Jupiter-Saturn like system does not migrate inwards (see OGLE-06-109L) 

• This probably explains the large variety of heliocentric distances at which 

giant planets are found 


